
Last Best Hope 4.5, Category I Record F1D, 06/20/2015, Joshua Finn 
 
 Last Best Hope 4.5 is the latest in my series of elliptical winged F1D designs. The changes from the 
previous versions are mainly tactical rather than performance oriented. I switched to carbon wing posts 
mainly for the sake of durability. The same is true for the all wood wing (no boron or carbon) and 
boron/carbon free motorstick. Boron is still used in the boom to add some stiffness and maintain precise 
incidence settings under full torque. The model has exhibited a slight tendency to straighten out and stall in 
the first 45 seconds of flight, and my current focus is on eliminating this problem. 
 
 The propeller comes from my old rules record model, which remains the best performing low-ceiling 
prop in my collection. Because of its large size for the new rules environment, this propeller requires a short, 
thick rubber motor. The flight was entirely no-touch, with the model reaching 25-26 feet in the “slot” at 
Dunwoody. 
 
 The main benefit of this model is that it is functionally simple and durable. Very little incidence is 
required to maintain a safe flight trim and efficient, nose-high descent. The propeller is able to use most of the 
available turns. Since the model turns tightly without requiring excessive stabilizer tilt, I am able to test it in 
my living room prior to contests (and to entertain guests!). 
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Motorstick 
Stick   0.200g  .016 ~4lb # C 

No boron, .25” inner diameter 
Bracing wire   Dacron unwoven from 8 lb Spiderwire 
Bearing     .013 music wire 
Rear hook     .013 music wire 
Webs     .016 ~4 lb C grain (doubled around hook and bearing) 
Wing posts    .028x2.75 DPP CF tubes 

Boom 
Boom   0.150 g   .009 4 # C + 2 .003 Boron 
     Taper from .22” ID to .125” ID 
Rudder    .025 5 # A supports and bottom spreader, .003 Boron outline 
Posts     .050 sq 5# A 

Wing 
Spars (2)  0.060 g ea. .09375 x .035 at root, taper to .060x.035 at break, 5 # B 

No boron 
Tips (2)    .025 x .040 4 # A 
Int. ribs (3)    .025 x .050 4 # C 
     5% Simplex mod (35% high point) 
End ribs (2)    .025 x .060 4 # A 
     5% Simplex mod (root pattern trimmed from TE) 

Stab 
Spars     .025 x .060 -> .025 x .030 4# A 
Ribs (5)     .025 x .035 4 # A 
     1.5% arc 

Prop 
Outline     .025 sq 5 # A 

Orsovai M91 Shape, spars shortened for 18.125” diameter 
Ribs     .025 sq 4 # A 
     4% Simplex 
Spars (2)     .060 sq -> .025 sq 5# B 
VP hub     Kang Lee style with Schramm pitch limiter 
Diameter     18.125” 

Formed at 28” pitch, tips washed out to 20” 
Low pitch     ~ 20” at tips – adjusted for 58 rpm descent 
High pitch     ~80” 

Weights 
Stick   0.390 g 
Boom   0.200 g 
Wing   0.320 g 
Stab   0.144 g 
Prop   0.260 g 
Spacer  0.052 g 
Ballast  0.035 g 
Total   1.402 g 

Motor 
Batch    5/99 
Length    6.00” 
Weight   0.394 g w/o O-rings  
Turns    1067 @ 0.48 in-oz 
Backoff   None 
Remaining turns   68 
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Full size propeller and wing rib outline  
 

Root rib outline; for 
others, trim to size 
from trailing edge 


